Abstract-Segmentation of handwritten words into characters is one of the challenging problem in the field of OCR. In presence of touching characters, make this problem more difficult and challenging. There are many obstacles/challenges in segmentation of touching Arabic handwritten text. Although researches are busy in solving the problem of segmentation of these touching characters but still there exist unsolved problems of segmentation of touching offline Arabic handwritten characters. This is due to large variety of characters and their shapes. So in this research, a new method for segmentation of touching Arabic Handwritten character has been developed. The main idea of the proposed method is to segment the touching characters by identifying the touching point by overlapping set theory and ending points of the Arabic word by applying some standard morphology operation methods. After identifying all the points, segmentation method is applied to trace the boundaries of characters to separate these touching characters. Experiments were conducted on touching characters taken from different data sets. The results show the accuracy of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern age, also called the age of information technology because the computer has importance in every field of life. Computer is considered as essential part of human life. Although it is true that computer have not much intelligent compare to human. Human can recognize any type of text image from historical and degraded documents lying in the libraries while computer can't directly understand these text images [1] . Many efforts are required to convert these historical documents to machine understandable format [2] [3] because it is not sufficient to store the information in image format [4] . Researchers are busy in developing new algorithms for segmentation of touching Arabic characters, but still this is long standing problem for conversion of handwritten images to electronic form [5] [6] . The problem becomes more serious, when dealing with touching handwritten Arabic words because still there is a gap between human and machine abilities in reading handwriting text under noisy conditions especially for overlapped Arabic manuscripts. This due to the nature of font and style of the Arabic characters, which is written from right to left and is always cursive in both machine printed and handwritten text [7] [8] [9] . Numerous attempts have been made for the recognition/segmentation of overlapped words in Arabic and other languages as well but these overlapped characters still exist gaps [10] . All these efforts emerge the idea of Optical Character Recognition (OCR).
OCR is a technology that is used to convert paper scanned or other types of images to editable format [11] [12] . But before converting these images to editable images it needs image segmentation. Image segmentation is one of the important step in OCR because segmentation subdivides an image and distinguish the area of interest and ignore unwanted information [13] . Although image segmentation is not directly related to recognize the segmented images but they are closely related to each other. Image segmentation is important basis for image recognition [14] . If image segmentation is accurate recognition rate is high otherwise recognition ratio is low.
Segmentation which is used to break the text into lines, words and characters of handwritten text is still a challenging task because handwriting is natural and differs from person to person; therefore, many researchers are investigating solutions to solve the problem and some of them have made remarkable achievements, still more research is needed to improve the performance of already developed systems. To discuss all developed methods in this paper is not possible but research done by, address the issues of touching Arabic handwritten characters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II covers basic background about the properties of Arabic language with touching types in the Arabic handwritten documents. Section III describes the related works. Algorithm details are in Section IV. Experimental results are reported in Section V. Conclusion and future work is discussed in Section VI.
II. PROPERTIES OF ARABIC LANGUAGE

A. Arabic Alphabets
In Arabic language consists of 28 alphabets [15] [16] shown in Fig. 1 . www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
B. Shape of Characetrs in Words
Shape of alphabets according to location is shown in Table I . Some letters have the same shape but numbers, location (above and below) of dots and strokes differ one alphabets from other e.g. Ba ( ‫,)ب‬ Ta ( ‫,)ت‬ and Tha ‫.)ث(‬
C. Touching Character and its Types
Characters may be joined with the character of other word or with in the same words to form simple touching [18] as shown in Fig. 2 . Characters can be joined in such a way to form even complicated touching, such as writing in Arabic calligraphy shown in Fig. 3 .
Touching of characters taken from handwritten Arabic AHDB dataset is shown in Fig. 4 .
Thus, the possible types of touching that normally exists between characters are shown in Table II . In [19] , they proposed a new method on the basis of morphological analysis for segmentation of touching lines in Arabic handwritten document. Four types of touching types in Arabic document. Image is converted into skeleton image and the curved is traced by angular variance starting from the starting point. The purpose is to trace the skeleton image in right direction. This method is working for selected touching but not for all touching types because of varieties in handwritten Arabic characters.
In [20] , they proposed a new method called template based segmentation method for segmentation of touching characters. In this method created a dictionary file, which contains template of all possible touching with necessary detail. Then compare with input image and select template from the dictionary file. This method works well some image but can't segment all touching characters.
Problems identified in this method:
1) Tedious method because of creation of template file.
2) Template dependent method, will not segment all touching characters.
3) Time consuming, because for simple touching characters will search whole dictionary file.
In [21] , proposed a new segmentation method for segmentation of touching handwritten digits. First finding the end-points by applying some standard method. Now by tracing the boundary from end-point collecting all coordinates and segmentation point. Thus segmented the touching digits with this recognition ratio 71.43%. But problems identified in the proposed method are given below: 1) Proposed method is only for segmentation of numeric digit not used for character data.
2) Proposed method is only for simple touching for multiple touching occurs over-segmentation.
In [22] , proposed a new segmentation technique for solving the problem touching handwritten Arabic characters, touching is between two characters in same word or other line. This method is template based and these touching images are compare with the template file already create before. Problems in the proposed method:
1) Performance of proposed method depended on template.
2) As in handwritten text there is a lot of variation even between same writer. Any incorrect template selection affects the recognition rate.
3) Sometime produce broken characters during segmentation.
In [23] , proposed method is basically for segmentation and recognition of Arabic touching characters. The concept is to trace the boundary of character. Normalize center of gravity of region. Then calculate minimum distance and apply horizontal distance between connected region. Segment the connected characters. Problem identified:
1) Segmentation of ligature is not explained neither give the results or comparison to clear the methodology.
2) Authors claimed the small modification can be used for segmentation of various documents including Othman script of Al-Quran. But Quran of Othman Script have multiple touching points and also have some broken characters are possible, especially in handwritten script. No solution is given for merging of broken characters
In [14] , proposed method for segmentation of touching handwritten and printed Latin characters. Basically this method is a combination of three already developed methods taken from the literature. During database selection for testing, highlighted the problem of unavailability of standard datasets. Although they claim high success segmentation ratio but still this method is only applicable to certain situation or document, which is the drawback of the proposed method.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, proposed method for segmentation of touching handwritten Arabic character with mathematical background is explained. The model of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
In the first stage of the model, input image is converted to binary image and also to enhance the quality of the image by removing unwanted information.
Step 1.
Find all endpoints of touching image. In Fig. 6 Four endpoints in the image E 1 , E 2, E 3 and E 4 .
Step 2.
Find coordinate between any two Endpoints by tracing boundary of image. Suppose between E 1 , E 2 and E 3 , E 4 . Thus Set A = {Coordinates between E 1 , E 2 } Set B = {Coordinates between E 3 , E 4 }
Step 3. Apply overlapping set theory on Set A and B Set C = Set A ∩ Set B If IsEmpy Set C No touching character Else Touching character and element of Set C is the touching point.
Step 4. END
In the second stage of the model, End-points, touching and neighboring point are detected in the input image. For endpoints and neighboring points of thinned image applied standard method but for touching point applied overlapping set theory. Steps of overlapping set theory are to find the junction or touching point.
After finding the touching point, next is the neighbor point in all direction of the image near touching point. Touching and neighboring points are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 below. www.ijacsa.thesai.org In the third stage (Formulate direction), correct boundary of touching character is identified by neighbor points. The purpose of this step is to trace the boundary of touching character in correct direction because at the location of touching point there are many paths or curves. The coordinates of neighboring points C p+1 , C p+2 , C p+3 and C p+4 help in selection of right direction. Fig. 8 shows the selection of curve near touching point. The proposed method is based on contour tracing starting from one endpoint and continue tracing the boundary of character to the touching point(C p ). At this point, there are three possible directions (see Fig. 8 ) towards endpoint E 2 , E 3 and E 4 . Here the neighbor points play an important role for direction. Therefore tracing character boundary from E 1 will follow the curve towards endpoint E 2 because by comparing the coordinates of neighboring point C p+1 with other neighboring points C p+2 , C p+3 and C p+4 , there is a abrupt change towards point C p+2 and C p+4 . While normal change towards neighboring point C p+3 . Fig. 8 shows three curves near touching point.
At this stage, endpoints, touching point, neighboring points and also curve direction of the touching image are identified. Next stage is segmentation of touching character image into separate characters. Fig. 9 explains the segmentation algorithm flowchart. The Explanation of the flowchart in Fig. 9 can be detailed as follow:
Algorithm : Segmentation of touching characters
Start
Step 1: Input an image Image is handwritten or printed touching or without touching characters.
Step 2: Perform Pre-processing Very important step to enhance the quality of image and remove unwanted information.
Step 3: Find End-Points and Touching point Using overlapping set theory to find the touching.
Step 4: Find Neighboring points near Touching point Here find neighbor points in all direction, near the junction or common point
Step 5: Formulate the direction The purpose of this step is to trace the boundary of touching character in correct direction because at the location of touching point there are many paths or curves.
Step 6: Segmentation of the touching characters At this step touching character image is segmented to separate characters.
End
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basically, this proposed method is for segmentation of touching handwritten Arabic characters. As due to lack of standard dataset for handwritten data. Touching handwritten Arabic data are collected from different datasets, while some are converting to touching by doing some manually work. In section A list of datasets for testing the proposed method. Section B is for comparison with others two selected methods, which are closely related to segmentation of touching characters.
A. List of Dataset for this Research
Data collection is very important to test the performance of the proposed method. Due to unavailability of standard touching character datasets. Selected number of dataset, details of the collected data are shown in Table III below. Touching character were selected manually from the datasets in Table III , especially from AHDB as shown in Fig. 4 . While in some cases did some manual work in order to get some challenging types of two touching characters to test the performance of the proposed method.
B. Analysis
In this section presented results of the experiments, which were conducted to prove the performance of the proposed method. Comparison of proposed with that of other methods are shown in Table IV. It shows from the experiments that proposed method is very flexible and efficient for segmentation of touching Arabic handwritten characters. Samples results are given in Fig. 10 below. Fig. 10 , the proposed method is correctly segmented touching handwritten Arabic character in an efficient way. Total number of images selected 220 of almost every type of touching character and out of these 220 images correctly segmented 214 images. Only 6 images (2.73%) either over or under segmented because of varieties in Arabic handwritten data.
VI. CONCLUSION
Touching handwritten character images normally exist in old historical documents or writing text in Arabic calligraphy. These touching characters extensively happen in English, numbering and Arabic handwritten historical materials. However, for this research will considered only Arabic handwritten characters and numeric data. Thus proposed method is only for segmentation of touching Arabic handwritten characters to solve the longstanding and unsolved problem of segmentation of touching characters. In final conclusion, to say that proposed method is very flexible and if improved further can be used for multiple touching Arabic characters while in future work can be used for other languages that are similar to Arabic such as Urdu, Pashto and Farsi languages.
